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March is already here and it already feels like spring! The days are lighter 

and brighter, and creative people everywhere are rising magnificently to 

the challenges of our times. 

Disability Arts is blossoming in Salisbury. I have just missed The Misfit 

Analysis (Cian Binchy’s world of wheelchairs and blow up dolls in an 

unconventional exploration of an autistic mind), which came to Salisbury 

Playhouse on 10th and 11th March. I’m sad that I wasn’t brave enough to 

go. A previous, totally unrelated, production by and about people with 

autism left me wary and overly cautious; but perhaps better able to 

understand reasons why Disability Arts might have a limited audience…  

As the spring flowers poke inquisitive heads through the earth, I’m 

vowing to be braver and more curious this year; courage being at the 

heart of confidence. Courage was also an attribute of Maya Angelous, 

whose ‘Amazing’ quote features on our cover. 

I was very moved by Jenni Dutton’s Dementia Darnings, exhibited At 

Salisbury Arts Centre as part of the ‘Memories’ exhibition in February. 

They reminded me how valuable creative expression is for finding 

understanding and working a way through the tough stuff that comes with 

living. 

Gini, artist   

 
Artwork in this issue: 

Cover by Gini – ‘Amazing’ quote: Maya Angelous 

Photos by Simon Ward 
Untitled © Matthew Potts 

Pink and Blue Series © John Yeo 

The only home she knew was melancholia © Lisa-Marie Gibbs 
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Travels 

LinkUpArts have been awarded funding from ‘Awards for All’ to run 

‘Travels’ - a story-telling project which will run from May – August 2017. 

Ever wanted to tell your story, but not quite sure how? Do you have some 
ideas, but you’re uncertain about the format? Did you come to any of our 

previous story-telling workshops and want to develop your skills? If the 
answer is yes, or even maybe, then why not join us for ‘Travels’? 

Building on the success of recent projects: 'Our Tales: Unveiled' and ‘Your 
Place, Your Time’, ‘Travels’ will offer a longer, in-depth, progressive and 

inclusive storytelling programme. Designed to provide increased creative 
variety to the participants and to facilitate a long-term community group, 

‘Travels’ will encourage individuals to explore and address social issues 
and isolation, and encourage sharing of stories within the community. 

'Travels' workshops will be led by professional artists, story-tellers and 

communicators. They are primarily aimed at the local community and will 

be free to attend. 

The programme consists of 8 workshops. Participants are welcome to 
attend just one, several, or all of them. Workshop leaders will aim to 

cover different aspects of storytelling including 'The Art of Storytelling', 
'Creative Writing', 'Dance/Movement', 'Script Writing', 'Poetry' and 

'Performance/ Devising skills'. The leaders will each focus on a different 
storytelling element. There will be possibilities to present and perform 

your story. 

If you would like more information or to register your interest in the 

workshops, please contact Hayley Davies at admin@linkuparts.org.uk   
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Jo Newman reflects on 

South West Theatre 

Symposium 

Our thanks to Jo Newman and Arts in Wiltshire and for allowing us to 

reproduce this blog   

“Fear of doing something ‘wrong’ must be replaced by fear of ‘doing 

nothing’ ” Jamie Beddard (Co-Director, Diverse City) 

 

Jamie Beddard’s rousing 
provocation opened the South West 

Theatre Symposium at Salisbury 
Playhouse on 10thFebruary 2017, 

alongside Paula B Stanic (writer), 
Cassandra Wye (storyteller) and 

Hannah Petley (director) who each 
shared inspirational and insightful 

words about their experience 
making work.  Jamie’s was a 

powerful reminder that in these times 

of political uncertainty “we must paint 
the world differently, shine lights in 

the shadows, understand and empower those on the peripheries, include 
and highlight the untold stories and ensure we are not playthings for the 

rich and powerful.   Our responsibility has never been greater if we are to 

ensure diversity, equality and fairness underpins the world we want to be 
part of” (Jamie Beddard). 

 
When I was planning this year’s symposium and feeling the urgency of 

these conversations in the industry, it felt vital to facilitate a space to 
explore what we are doing in the South West to make sure there is 

diversity and equality (of all forms) in the arts. I’m aware that it is a 
HUGE subject matter and in no way wanted to ‘lump together’ the varied 

and nuanced work of artists who are currently under-represented in the 
industry, and in all honesty I was really nervous about setting up this 

event – terrified I would get it wrong. But I just blundered in anyway 
because I wanted to do something, and I was overwhelmed by the 

generosity and wisdom of the speakers, session leaders and symposium 
partners whose advice and input ensured that the day was informative, 

dynamic and practical. I learnt a huge amount from the process and was 

bowled over by the energy of the room on the day. Thanks to all the 
brilliant people who came along, it did really feel like a call to arms to DO 

SOMETHING. 

Theatre Fest west Symposium 2017 

Photo credit: Simon Ward 

 

http://www.salisburyplayhouse.com/whats-on/theatre-fest-west/sw-theatre-symposium/
http://www.salisburyplayhouse.com/whats-on/theatre-fest-west/sw-theatre-symposium/
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There was a lot of celebrating the brilliant things people are already doing 

to drive change – Heather Williams and Nathan Bessel from Myrtle 
Theatre gave a presentation on their journey making Up Down 

Boy and Up Down Man, and Nathan reminded us that these explorations 
and conversations need not be limited to language, performing a beautiful 

movement piece and at another point in the day standing and raising his 
fist in the air, promptly joined by everyone else in the room – united, 

joyful and empowered. 
 

Anna Coombs spoke about her journey 
setting up Tangle,  South West England’s 

African Caribbean Theatre Company as a 
response to the community in which she 

grew up, bringing the work of African and 
Caribbean artists to areas where there is 

little inter-cultural interface, about how 

collaboration is key to achieving artistic 
excellence. 

Sarah Blowers from Strike a Light spoke 

with Sarah O-Donnell and Naomi Draper, who shared their stories about 
creating GL4 Festival on the Matson Estate, Gloucester. How, after Sarah 

B impulsively drove to the estate and gate crashed a Residents Meeting at 
the community centre, Naomi and Sarah O became festival producers, 

brought theatre to their estate for the first time and championed it for 
their local community. 

Jamie Beddard and Becky Chapman 

ran a session on Losing the Fear 
and Shame, exploring ways to 

overcome barriers to change, ran a 
What If session where we could 

break out and think big, and guided 
people to write pledges on 

postcards which were posted back 
to them a couple of weeks after the 

event. We had break-out sessions 

run by Mark Helyar from Take Art 
and Dave Orme from Salisbury 

Playhouse, Wendy Petitdemange 
from Activate, Richard Conlon from Blue Apple, Phoebe Kemp (Equity 

Deaf and Disabled Members’ Committee), Ruth Kapadia from ACE (who 
also ran surgery sessions throughout the day) as well as spontaneous 

sessions which came about as a result of the day’s conversations. 

At the end of the day we gathered together to write a new manifesto for 
making work in the region. Here it is: 

Theatre Fest west Symposium 

2017 Photo credit: Simon Ward 

Becky Chapman and Jamie Beddard from 

Diverse City 

Photo credit: Simon Ward 
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MANIFESTO 

 

Diversity is integral to excellence 
Leave the building/silo 
Have honest conversations 
Don’t be scared of failure 
Avoid assumptions 
Hold each other 
Communicate without fear or judgement 
Trust ourselves that it will happen 
Offer and ask for help 
Create a space for us all 
Create with integrity 
Collaboration and co-operation over competition 
Expand time 
Bring whole self to each process 
 
The overwhelming message from the day was just to start doing 

something, no matter how small, that it’s OK TO FAIL – we can learn 
something from our failures, that collaboration is key to artistic 

excellence, and that some things take time, so start small and keep 
going. 

I’d like to close with some more of Jamie’s brilliant words, a reminder that 

equality in the arts is essential to its survival:“The 2015 Arts Council 
Polling Report said that 45% of the population favoured a decrease in 

public arts spending, whilst only 9% wanted an increase. We have to 
become more relevant, both in perception and reality. The value of the 

arts needs to be understood more broadly, by people for whom the arts 
have seldom served.  We have to connect, listen and reflect with more 

care and ensure that we reach, welcome and engage those previously 
excluded” (Jamie Beddard)    

-By Jo Newman 

Associate Director, Salisbury Playhouse 
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The Engine Room: In Every 

Human Heart there’s A 

Revelation of the Mind 
       
 Our thanks to DAO for allowing us to reproduce this 

 

The Engine Room is an arts and mental health project initiated by 
individuals who live with enduring mental health issues, for people with 

mental health issues. They are currently welcoming submissions to their 
blog reaching out beyond Reading and the surrounding areas where they 

are based. Lisa-Marie Gibbs talked to DAO about the programme of work 
they’ve undertaken. 

 

The Engine Room is an independent arts 
and mental health project initiated by a 

group of creatives with the aim to create a 

space for individuals to access independent 
free thinking creative experiences of 

quality. 

We are a core group of 20 people who 
have helped to build our project from its 

initial concept, meeting weekly to turn our 
vision into a reality. All of our members are 

committed to steering The Engine Room, 
valuing the importance of being part of a 

project that is full of love, and helping to 

bridge isolation and fear. 

The Engine Room was created to bring 
something new, unique and beautiful that 

challenges the very core of what it is to be human. Day by day we are 
becoming a more mentally fragile world and we need to problem solve in 

a very different way. 

Our wish is to create a space for individuals to access creative 

opportunities that will support empowerment, recovery and creative 
development in a nurturing and safe space through a programme of 

weekly drop in sessions. 

Untitled © Matthew Potts 
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 We plan to integrate 

across the wider 
community by inviting 

people to work with us 
to create temporary 

events, installations, 
exhibitions, through 

social media and 
networks and offer 

peer support arts 

programmes to 
challenge stigma. 

We also realised from 

the very outset of The 
Engine Room  the 

importance of building 
a social media platform 

that relays our passions and the value of shared artist conversations 
across the world. 

We created a blog and call all creatives in whatever guise to contribute to 
our blog that shares the story      of “IN EVERY HUMAN HEART THERE’S A 

REVELATION OF THE MIND”. Our purpose is to inspire the world with 
passion, creativity, forge bonds between the arts and society and share 

our unlimited thinking… and push our stories to the very edge. 

Katie Francis says: “Creative expression is an essential outlet for my 

mental wellbeing and recovery. Being part of a project, especially one 
with a view to changing perceptions around mental health, gives me 

passion and purpose. 

The Engine Room not only gives me the space to be creative, but with 
support and encouragement the project has helped me to build the skills 

and confidence needed to believe in myself as a person, as well as an 
artist. 

Pink and Blue Series © John Yeo 
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The only home she knew was 

melancholia © Lisa-Marie Gibbs 

I since went on to Art College, using 

skills and a portfolio built with 
support from Lisa Marie Gibbs. This 

was followed by an arts degree, a BA 
in Creative Arts and Design Practice. 

I graduated with a 2:1 last 
September. 

 Living with mental health issues, in 

particular depression and severe 
anxiety disorders has presented 

huge challenges for me throughout 

my studies and has impacted on my 
ability to do so. I felt like I had to 

work three times as hard as 
everyone else just to keep up. 

With the love and support from The 

Engine Room I have been able to 
overcome the challenges and 

succeed. I have not fully recovered 
but the project helps me to keep 

stable, with routine and support, 
along with making art and laughing 

lots.” 

 

Simon Mackoon says: “Without The Engine Room I would be isolated and 

unable to progress as an artist. Not only have I made professional 
connections but I’ve also made wonderful friends” 

The Engine Room welcomes submissions in the realm of visual arts, 

photography, sculpture, installation, painting, sculpture, illustration, 
textiles, drawing and collage and invites you to contribute to their 

blog www.theengineroomsite.com 

-By Lisa-Marie Gibbs  

http://www.theengineroomsite.com/
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Jobs & Opportunities 

Fundraising and Development Manager (freelance), La Folia 

Deadline for applications: Friday 17 March, 9.00am 

La Folia is a music charity that brings together instrumentalists, singers, 
actors, dancers, visual artists and writers to create new music, original 

projects and ground-breaking performances. A particular focus of our 
work is with children and young people with special needs. 

We seek a dynamic, collaborative and self-motivated freelance fundraising 
professional to generate income to support our work. With experience in 

the arts and charity sectors, applicants should: have excellent 
communication and inter-personal skills with the ability to engage and 

gain commitment at all levels; be a self-starter, who works well as part of 
a small dedicated team and on an individual basis; possess the 

perceptiveness and professionalism required to act as an ambassador for 
the organisation. 

 
For more information visit http://lafoliamusic.org/vacancy-fundraising-

development-manager-freelance application is by CV and covering letter, 
to be sent to sue.kent@lafoliamusic.org 

Freelance Arts Project Evaluators, Salisbury Playhouse 

The closing date for applications is 9am, 27th March 2017 

 

Salisbury Playhouse is seeking highly experienced, freelance project 

evaluators to devise and effectively deliver comprehensive evaluation 

plans for a range of externally funded projects.  

For more information and to download the application pack visit 
http://www.salisburyplayhouse.com/about-us/job-vacancies/  

Opportunity: Call out for SKETCH 2017 
Deadline for entry is Monday 27 March 2017, 5pm 

SKETCH 2017, the sketchbook drawing prize, is now open 

for submissions. One hundred Sketchbooks will be chosen through an 
open submission process by a panel of three selectors with subject 

expertise representing the perspectives of writer, practitioner and curator. 
Sketch 2017 is open to all UK and International artists. 

Artists may submit up to 2 sketch books only. Artists are invited to enter 

online. 

Further details on prizes, fees and how to apply are 
available https://sketch.artopps.co.uk/ 

http://lafoliamusic.org/vacancy-fundraising-development-manager-freelance
http://lafoliamusic.org/vacancy-fundraising-development-manager-freelance
mailto:sue.kent@lafoliamusic.org
http://www.salisburyplayhouse.com/about-us/job-vacancies/
https://sketch.artopps.co.uk/
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Dates for the Diary 

Cafe LUA: 12th April, 10th May and 14th June 2-4pm at Salisbury Arts 

Centre  
 

Café LUA is a social get together for disabled artists, an informal,  
open space for inspiration and discussion. However you are involved with 

or interested in the arts, do come along and meet us, find out about us, 
and about Disability Arts. We’d love to meet you and hear more about 

your arts practice or interests. 
 

We usually meet in the café area, but specific projects can mean we are 
in one of the work spaces, do ask at the Box Office if you are in any 

doubt.  Come and join us and find out about more about current and 
future projects.  

 
 

Tight deadline: 

March 16th 19.30 £8 
Salisbury Arts Centre: I, Daniel Blake. Film 

Ken Loach uses a format similar to his acclaimed early work Cathy Come 
Home to explore the Kafkaesque bureaucracy of the modern benefits 

system. 
 

 
Looking further ahead: 

May 10th !8.30 £9 - to include soft drink and tapas nibbles., with post 
show panel discussion 

Salisbury Cathedral hosts: ‘Movies Under the Spire’ – Thriller 15+ 
Frank (Ray Winstone) is confined to a residential home, stricken with 

Alzheimer's – past, present and future steadily disintegrating. Then one 
day, James (Jim Sturgess) appears, wanting to re-connect with a father 

who no longer knows him… 

Salisbury Cathedral, Salisbury, Wiltshire, SP1 2EF  
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At the heart of LinkUpArts: 
 

                      

NEWSLETTER FORMATS  
You can receive this Newsletter in print form,  

it is available in bigger type and an audio cassette. You can also download it 

from salisburyartscentre.co.uk –> Resident Companies ->LinkUpArts 

 

 

Gini 
Creative direction 

gini@linkuparts.org.uk 

 

Administration & Fundraising 
Hayley Davies  

admin@linkuparts.org.uk 

LinkUpArts, Salisbury Arts Centre,  
Bedwin Street, Salisbury, SP1 3UT  
Arts Centre Enquiries: 01722 343 020  

 
LinkUpArts and Salisbury Arts Centre work together for the benefit of both 

organisations. LUA advises and consults with Salisbury Arts Centre on its 
Disability Arts programming and helps to promote the events. Salisbury Arts 

Centre gives LUA its home and provides marketing and administrative 
support. LUA is a strategic creative partner in Salisbury Arts Centre’s 

Creative Family.  
 
Registered office: Salisbury Arts Centre, Bedwin Street, Salisbury Wiltshire, SP1 3USt. 

Edmunds Arts Trust is a company limited by guarantee, trading as Salisbury Arts Centre. 

Registration no.1412263, incorporated in Wales, and a Registered Charity no. 1023945 

 

For more information about the career artists  

In LUAN: linkupartistsnetwork@gmail.com 
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